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Abstract: Blockchain has drawn attention as the next-generation financial technology due to its
security that suits the informatization era. In particular, it provides security through the authentication
of peers that share virtual cash, encryption, and the generation of hash value. According to the
global financial industry, the market for security-based blockchain technology is expected to grow to
about USD 20 billion by 2020. In addition, blockchain can be applied beyond the Internet of Things
(IoT) environment; its applications are expected to expand. Cloud computing has been dramatically
adopted in all IT environments for its efficiency and availability. In this paper, we discuss the concept
of blockchain technology and its hot research trends. In addition, we will study how to adapt
blockchain security to cloud computing and its secure solutions in detail.
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1. Introduction

With the need for next-generation financial technology recently increasing, there have been active
studies on blockchain for the secure use of electronic cash by communicating solely between peers
and without the involvement of third parties. A blockchain is the public ledger for transactions and it
prevents hacking during transactions involving virtual cash. As a type of distributed database and
a data record list that continuously grows, it is designed to disable arbitrary tampering by the operator
of distributed peers. Transaction records are encrypted according to a rule and operated in computers
that run the blockchain software. Bitcoin is an electronic currency using blockchain technology [1].

Using blockchain can provide higher security compared to storing all data in a central database.
In the data storage and management aspect, damage from attacks on a database can be prevented.
Moreover, since the blockchain has an openness attribute, it can provide transparency in data when
applied to an area requiring the disclosure of data. Due to such strengths, it can be utilized in diverse
areas including the financial sector and the Internet of Things (IoT) environment and its applications
are expected to expand [2–6].

The blockchain finalizes a transaction record through the work authentication process, when a
person who loans electronic cash forms a block by combining the transactions over the network.
The hash value is then generated by verifying it and connecting the previous block. This block is
periodically updated and reflected on the electronic cash transaction details to share the latest
transaction detail block. This process provides security for the transaction of electronic cash and
allows the use of a reliable mechanism [7–9].

Cloud computing has been applied to many IT environments due to its efficiency and availability.
Moreover, cloud security and privacy issues have been discussed in terms of important security
elements: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, access control, and so on [10].
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In this paper, we seek to investigate the definition and base technology of blockchain and survey
the trend of studies to date to discuss areas to be studied, considering cloud computing environments.
In addition, we discuss the considerations for blockchain security and secure solutions in detail.

This paper studies the blockchain technology and surveys the blockchain by analyzing generic
technology and research trends and discusses the solution for using bitcoin safely as well as future
study areas. The results of this research can serve as important base data in studying blockchain and
will aid in understanding the known security problems thus far. We can foster the development of
future blockchain technology by understanding the trend of blockchain security.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related works including
the basic concept of blockchain and bitcoin as a use case. Section 3 presents a detailed discussion
and survey on the security considerations for blockchain including the settlement of blockchain, the
security of transaction, the security of wallet, and the security of software. In Section 4, we discuss
blockchain security case studies—authentication, security incidents, and 51% attack—and improve
the blockchain. Section 5 proposes secure solutions for the blockchain in cloud computing in detail.
Finally, we conclude our study in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we discuss the basic concept of blockchain and the existing research. We also study
the specific use of blockchain in bitcoin.

2.1. Blockchain

A blockchain is the technology that allows all members to keep a ledger containing all transaction
data and to update their ledgers to maintain integrity when there is a new transaction. Since the
advancement of the Internet and encryption technology has made it possible for all members to verify
the reliability of a transaction, the single point of failure arising from the dependency on an authorized
third party has been solved.

The blockchain has broker-free (P2P-based) characteristics, thereby doing away with unnecessary
fees through p2p transactions without authorization by a third party. Since ownership of the transaction
information by many people makes hacking difficult, security expense is saved, transactions are
automatically approved and recorded by mass participation, and promptness is assured. Moreover,
the system can be easily implemented, connected, and expanded using an open source and transaction
records can be openly accessed to make the transactions public and reduce regulatory costs [11].

The blockchain is a structured list that saves data in a form similar to a distributed database
and is designed to make arbitrarily manipulating it difficult since the network participants save and
verify the blockchain. Each block is a structure consisting of a header and a body. The header includes
the hash values of the previous and current blocks and nonce. The block data are searched in the
database using the index method. Although the block does not contain the hash value of the next
block, it is added as a practice (Figure 1) [12].

Since the hash values stored in each peer in the block are affected by the values of the previous
blocks, it is very difficult to falsify and alter the registered data. Although data alteration is possible if
51% of peers are hacked at the same time, the attack scenario is realistically very difficult.

Public, key-based verification and a hash function that can be decrypted are both used to provide
security in the blockchain. The ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) electronic signature
algorithm, which verifies the digital signature generated during a transaction between individuals,
is used to prove that the transaction data have not been altered.

Although using an anonymous public key as account information enables one to know who sent
how much to another peer, it still ensures anonymity since there is no way of finding information
pertaining to the owner [13–15].

The hash function is used to verify that the block data containing the transaction details are
not altered and to find the nonce value to get a new block, as well as to guarantee the integrity of
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transaction data during a bitcoin transaction. The integrity of the transaction details can be verified
through the public key-based encryption of the hash value of the transaction data. Moreover, using
the root hash value, which accumulates the hash value of each of the transaction details, enables easy
determination of whether the bitcoin data were altered since the root hash value is changed when the
value is changed in the process [16,17].Symmetry 2017, 9, 164  3 of 13 
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There are many ongoing studies to strengthen security using these characteristics of blockchain.
The most important part of the blockchain is security related to the personal key used in encryption and
there are studies on how to protect the personal key. An attacker attempts a “reuse attack” and other
attacks to obtain the personal key stored in a peer’s device in order to hack the bitcoin. The attacker
can hack the bitcoin since the data may be leaked if the attacker can obtain the personal key. To solve
this problem, studies on applying both hardware and software securities for approving transactions
are ongoing [18].

Bitcoin is very vulnerable to infection by malware since it is often traded in widely used
devices such as peers’ PCs or smartphones. The malware penetrating through various paths such
as e-mail, USB, or apps with poor security must be detected and treated since it can infect a peer’s
device. The need for security is growing, particularly in trades of items used in games since many
of them use bitcoins. As such, there have been studies on detecting and treating malware in the
game environment [19].

One of the strengths of bitcoin is that it is difficult to falsify and alter the ledger because so many
peers share the transaction ledger. Since it takes the data recorded in the majority of ledgers, hacking
is practically impossible unless the attacker alters and falsifies 51% of all peers’ ledgers, even if the
data of some ledgers are altered. Still, there are concerns that 51% of the ledgers can be falsified and
altered simultaneously considering increasing computing power and there are studies suggesting the
intermediate verification process or design of the verification process in order to solve the problem.

2.2. Bitcoin

Bitcoin is the digital currency proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 to allow transactions
between peers without a central authority or a server to issue and manage the currency. Bitcoins are
traded with the P2P-based distributed databases based on public-key cryptology. Bitcoin is one of the
first implementations of cryptocurrency in 1998 [20].

The bitcoin transaction information is disclosed over the network such that all peers can verify it
and so currency issuance is limited. The peers participating in the network have the same blockchain
and the transaction data are stored in blocks in the same way as the distribution storage of transaction
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data. Although there are many threats involved in electronic transactions, bitcoin can be technically
implemented to cope with them. For example, a person attempting to generate a falsified receipt
record from another person’s account to his or her own account can be blocked by verifying it with the
sender’s personal key. If multiple parties intend to use a bitcoin at the same time, the chain that loses
in the competition between peers will be eliminated.

The most basic components of a bitcoin are the bitcoin address where the bitcoin belongs, the
transaction showing the flow of bitcoin between the addresses, and the block where the transaction is
confirmed by the bitcoin peers. The key to the bitcoin process is the bitcoin transaction, which shows
the input containing the bitcoin and the bitcoin address as the output. While banking is the process
wherein some of the money in an account moves to another account, a bitcoin transaction requires all
bitcoins in an input to be transferred to the output and the inputs and outputs need not be singular.

The electronic currency used in bitcoins consists of a chain of electronic signatures (Figure 2).
The coins of an owner are transferred to the next chain with the hash value of the previous transaction
and the electronic signature is transmitted to the public key of the next owner. The recipient can check
the signature to confirm the ownership chain. In the process, a problem arises: the recipient is not able
to ensure that one of the owners has not used the coin(s) multiple times. A reliable central authority is
introduced to check all transactions of double use to address this problem [21].
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3. Consideration for Blockchain Security: Challenges

Blockchain technology has been implemented or realized as cyber money and is actually used.
Note, however, that various security issues occurring in blockchain agreement, transaction, wallet,
and software have been reported. This paper checks the trends of security issues raised to date and
the security level of the current blockchain. We think this attempt is very important as the results can
serve as base data for developing future blockchain technology and supplementing security.

3.1. Settlement of Blockchain

Although there should only be one blockchain since it is the sequential connection of generated
blocks, a blockchain may be divided into two because the two latest blocks can be generated temporarily
if two different peers succeed in mining the answer for generating the block at the same time. In such
case, the block that is not chosen as the latest block by the majority of peers in the bitcoin network
to continue mining will become meaningless. In other words, the bitcoin will follow the majority of
peers who have 50% or more mining capability (operating capability). Therefore, if an attacker has
51% mining capability, a “51% Attack”, wherein the attacker has control of the blockchain and he/she
can include falsified transactions, can be a problem. According to a study, an attacker can realize
illegal gain with only 25% operating capability through a malicious mining process instead of 51%.
Since the current operating capability of the whole bitcoin network is already high gaining meaningful
operating capability is considered to be difficult. Nonetheless, mining pools—the associations of
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mining peers—have been actively mining to increase the probability of mining. Thus, this risk has
become an issue. Recently, GHash, a leading mining pool, temporarily exceeded the 50% threshold,
forcing the bitcoin community to go through internal and external adjustments to cope with the risk.
In particular, the possibility of dominating the blockchain is related to the basic security of the bitcoin
and such security threats have temporarily affected the economic factors because of the characteristics
of the bitcoin, which is always closely related to the market price [22,23].

3.2. Security of Transaction

Since the script used in inputs and outputs is a programming language with flexibility, different
transaction forms can be created using such. A bitcoin contract [11] is a method of applying bitcoin for
the existing authentication and financial service. A widely used method involves creating the contract
using the script that includes a multiple-signature technique called multisig. Although the scripts are
used to solve a wide range of bitcoin problems, the possibility of an improperly configured transaction
has also increased as the complexity of the script increases. A bitcoin using an improperly configured
locking script is discarded since nobody can use it as the unlocking script cannot be generated. To this
end, there are studies that suggest models of bitcoin contract-type transactions to verify the accuracy
of a script used in a transaction [24].

3.3. Security of Wallet

The bitcoin address is the hash value of a public key encoded with a pair of public and personal
keys. Therefore, the locking script of a bitcoin transaction with an address as output can be unlocked
with an unlocking script that has the value signed with the public key of the address and the personal
key. The bitcoin wallet stores information such as the personal key of the address to be used for the
generation of the unlocking script. It means that loss of information in the wallet leads to a loss of
bitcoin since the information is essential for using the bitcoin. Therefore, the bitcoin wallet has become
the main subject of bitcoin attack through hacking [25].

To assure the security of the bitcoin wallet, services have introduced multisig for multiple
signatures. Since multisig only allows a transaction when there is more than one signature, depending
on the setting, it can be used as the redundant security feature of the wallet. For example, if multisig
is set in an online bitcoin wallet and is configured to require the owner’s signature in addition to
the signature of the online wallet site whenever a transaction is executed from the wallet, malicious
bitcoin withdrawal can be prevented since the owner’s personal key is not stored, even when the
online wallet site is taken over by a hacking attack. Moreover, multisig is evolving into services that
allow withdrawal from the bitcoin wallet only through biometric data or separate equipment using
a two-factor authentication and other measures [26].

As the fundamental solution to hacking attacks of a bitcoin wallet, offline, cold storage-type
wallets such as a physical bitcoin coin or a paper bitcoin wallet that is not connected to the
Internet, are available. Similar approaches include the hardware-type bitcoin wallets to reduce
the risk associated with online transactions. The hardware wallet, such as Trezor, stores the key
in a tamper-proof storage unit connected to the computer through USB, that is, only when used
and the signed transaction is transferred using the internally stored key and only when the user is
authenticated. In other words, the storage unit is connected only when there is a need to establish
a bitcoin transaction, remaining in cold storage-like status the rest of the time. Although it is more
secure than cold storage because there is one more authentication process, problems such as loss of
cold storage and lack of user-friendliness also plague the hardware wallet [27].

3.4. Security of Software

The bug of the software used in bitcoin can be critical. Although the official Bitcoin Developer
Documentation [28] site clearly explains all bitcoin processes, the bitcoin core software is still effective
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as the reference since the detailed processes of the early bitcoin system have been determined through
the software implemented by Satoshi Nakamoto.

Nonetheless, even the bitcoin core software, which must be more reliable than anything, is not
free from the problem of software malfunction such as bug. The most famous software bug is the
CVE-2010-5139 vulnerability that occurred in August 2010. Due to the bug caused by integer overflow,
an invalid transaction wherein 0.5 bitcoin was delivered as 184 trillion bitcoin was included in a normal
block, and the problem was not resolved until 8 h later. Moreover, there was a bug where a block
processed in version 0.8 was not processed in version 0.7 as the database was changed from BerkeleyDB
to LevelDB since the bitcoin version of the bitcoin core was upgraded from 0.7 to 0.8. It caused the peers
of version 0.7 and peers of version 0.8 to have different blockchains for 6 h. Both of these problems are
cases showing that the general confidence in the security of bitcoin transactions of a block as having
significant depth after a period of time and can be threatened by a software bug [29].

4. Blockchain Security Case Studies

The demand for the security of bitcoins based on blockchain has increased since hacking cases
were reported. Mt. Gox, a bitcoin exchange based in Tokyo, Japan, reported losses of USD 8.75 million
due to hacking in June 2011 and bitcoin wallet service InstaWallet reported losses of USD 4.6 million
due to hacking in April 2013. In November of the same year, anonymous marketplace Sheep
Marketplace was forced to shut down after somebody stole USD 100 million worth of bitcoins. Mt. Gox,
which had already suffered losses due to hacking, again reported losses of USD 470 million due to
hacking in February 2014 and subsequently filed for bankruptcy. The problems continued, with the
Hong Kong-based bitcoin exchange Bitfinex reporting losses of USD 65 million due to hacking in
August 2016. These problems have raised awareness of the need for security.

There have been academic studies on the security of blockchain to overcome such security
problems and many papers have been published [30]. In particular, since blockchain is the generic
technology of cyber money, the damages can be serious in cases of misuse and attempts to steal cyber
money occur frequently. Therefore, it seems very meaningful to understand the attack cases known so
far and to carry out investigations to draw up countermeasures.

4.1. Authentication

An important part of blockchain security is security related to the personal key used in encryption.
An attacker carries out various attempts to access a user’s personal key stored in the user’s computer
or smartphone in order to hack the bitcoin. The attacker will install malware on the computer or
smartphone to leak the user’s personal key and use it to hack the bitcoin. Some studies have proposed
a hardware token for the approval of a transaction to protect the personal key.

Other studies suggested strengthened authentication measures for the storage unit containing
the bitcoin. A two-factor authentication is considered to be the leading method for strengthening
authentication. For bitcoin, the two-party signature protocol by ECDSA can be used for authentication
(Figure 3) [31,32].
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4.2. Security Incidents

With more people using bitcoins, cases of malware and malicious codes targeting bitcoins
have also been reported. Malware can hack the bitcoins by infecting computers. To solve such
a problem, a PC security solution must be installed to detect malicious code [17]. One recently found
malicious code looted game accounts and can be applied for looting the bitcoin accounts. With more
bitcoins being used for the cash transaction of online game items, security measures to cope with it
are needed [33].

The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack floods the targeted server with superfluous
requests to overload the system and prevent the provision of normal service to other users.
Thus, it can prevent the users of blockchain from receiving the service. DDoS attacks include the
bandwidth-consuming attack that exceeds the bandwidth of all systems using the same network
and the PPS (Packet Per Second)-consuming attack that causes internal system failure or the denial
of service to other servers in the same network. The http-flooding attack transfers a large amount
of http packets to a targeted server to cause the denial of service. Since the bitcoin service must be
continuously provided to the users, countermeasures to DDoS attacks are needed [34].

4.2.1. 51% Attack

In a bitcoin environment, a 51% attack alters and falsifies 51% of the ledgers simultaneously.
Thus, it is a very difficult attack to coordinate. The attacker must have 51% or more calculating
capability of all users, intentionally generate two branches, and set the targeted branch as the legitimate
blockchain. To solve the problem, an intermediate verification process must be provided to prevent
such tampering [35,36].

In a bitcoin environment, a 51% attack consists of five steps.

1. Publish mining software with a higher EV (Expected Value).

(1) Mine on new headers (but validate it as soon as possible)
(2) More “flexible” 2-h rule
(3) Decide on fork with own block version number
(4) Make miner aware of the “Goldfinger” reward
(5) “Members only” functionality

2. Create a pool with stickiness.

(1) New members will receive only 90% of shares in the first 2 weeks and 110% after 2 weeks
(Ponzi scheme)

3. Create unwanted coalitions (timestamp attack).
4. Attack other pools with cannibalizing pools.
5. Eventually switch to members only.

A race attack generates hundreds of transactions and sends them to multiple users when
a legitimate transaction is sent. Since many users are likely to presume the transferred transaction to
be legitimate, losses can be sustained if 51% of users change the ledger.

In a Finney attack, an attacker generates a block containing altered data and carries out the attack
with it. Such attacks can be prevented when the attack target sets the transaction in standby mode
until block confirmation.

4.2.2. Improved Blockchain

Since the current payment system is very complex and transaction facilitators are scattered,
the points targeted by security attacks are increasing. A user intending to trade money will pay
an annual membership fee to receive a card and use it to purchase goods or use services. The customer’s
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bank and the merchant’s bank interact with each other to settle the fee and a shop intending to use the
card receives it from a bank and uses it for the purchase of goods and services. A simplification of
transaction is required since more people use smartphones to purchase goods or services (Figure 4) [37].
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As for the benefits of executing a conventional transaction as a peer-to-peer transaction using
blockchain, the transaction is not only reliable and verifiable but also cost-efficient since there are no
third parties involved. In addition, a transaction using blockchain can be completed very quickly
since physical distance does not affect the transaction, whereas conventional transactions across the
border can be very slow. Moreover, conventional, centrally managed transactions are vulnerable to
leaks of important data when the managing server is hacked since all the valuable data is managed
in the central server. In contrast, it is very difficult to attack blockchain-based transactions since all
important data is distributed and an attacker must hack and alter 51% of the peer-to-peer transactions.
Therefore, the improved blockchain must be used for transactions to solve the problems of conventional
transactions [1].

One of the biggest problems of bitcoin using the blockchain is the possibility of a double
transaction. A double transaction is the act of sending the bitcoin to two or more accounts for malicious
purposes and “total currency” and “longest chain wins” are used as mechanisms for preventing it.
The total currency mechanism means that the transaction can be terminated if the total currency
exceeds 21 million by double transaction. The longest chain wins mechanism creates the next block
first when a blockchain is forked by double transaction and the longest chain with the most work will
always win.

If a user double-spends a bitcoin and the transaction details are consequently sent to two different
peers, two blocks will be generated. The peers will generate the next blocks using two blocks in
competition. As a result, the chain that loses in the competition, such as the red block in the Figure 3,
is naturally eliminated and the longer chain wins. The double spending problem can be addressed
through such a mechanism (Figure 5) [38].
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5. Secure Blockchain Solutions in Cloud Computing

The security factors for using bitcoin with blockchain were introduced in Section 3 and security
cases of bitcoins using blockchain were reviewed in Section 4.

If the user data is disclosed in the cloud computing environment, monetary and psychological
damages can occur due to the leak of users’ sensitive information. The security of the saving and
transmitting data, such as confidentiality and integrity, in the cloud computing environment is mainly
studied. Note, however, that studies on privacy protection and anonymity are not sufficient. Blockchain
is a representative technology for ensuring anonymity. If combined with the cloud computing
environment, blockchain can be upgraded to a convenient service that provides stronger security.
User anonymity can be ensured if the blockchain method is used when saving the user information
in the cloud computing environment. An electronic wallet is installed when using the blockchain
technology. If the electronic wallet is not properly deleted, the user information can be left behind.
The remaining user information can be used to guess the user information. To solve this problem,
we propose a solution that installs and deletes the electronic wallet securely.

Cases of falsifying the ledger or bitcoin and double transactions of blockchain pose the biggest
problem. A secure wallet is needed to solve such security problems. Although the electronic wallet
installed in the PC is generally used, the security of electronic wallets in mobile devices must be
verified as mobile devices have become very popular. Since a transaction occurs based on the time
value of a mobile device, the security of a transaction can be confirmed only when both the integrity
and accuracy of a time stamp generated in a mobile device are guaranteed [28].

Moreover, the base technology must also be verified since vulnerabilities differ according to the
programming language and platform used for the development of the electronic wallet environment.
A secure electronic wallet must be developed by minimizing and verifying problems that can
occur at each step of planning, requirement analysis, implementation, QA (Quality Assurance),
and maintenance.

The electronic wallet must have measures for secure restoration if infringed by an attacker,
verification of a binary installed for self-protection, and protection of the remaining data for restoration.
It must provide security for the data stored in the electronic wallet as well as the settings needed for
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the utilization of the electronic wallet. It must also be able to delete the remaining data securely when
the electronic wallet is no longer used and must consequently be discarded.

To use an electronic wallet securely, a user installs it on his or her PC and the platform sends
the electronic wallet and data to establish a secure environment. The user downloads and installs
the electronic wallet software to use the bitcoin with blockchain and the public key of the platform
is sent to the electronic wallet when the installation is completed. The electronic wallet sends the
certificate distributed during development to the platform, which then verifies the validity of the
certificate in the electronic wallet. The platform and the electronic wallet exchange the key using
the Diffie–Hellman method, with each owning the shared key. When a user requests a transaction
involving the use of a bitcoin, the ledger data containing the time stamp data between the electronic
wallet and the platform are encrypted with the shared key and sent. When a request for disposal is
executed, the user’s certificate is found and deleted from the electronic wallet and the finished message
is sent to confirm that it has been securely discarded. In addition, all the relevant files are deleted so
that the remaining data are securely removed (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Secure bitcoin protocol.

This method uses a blockchain-based electronic wallet in the cloud computing environment.
The blockchain method is used to remove the information of the user who uses cloud computing.
This method installs and uses an electronic wallet and removes it normally. The electronic wallet is
securely removed by sending the finished message. Leak of user information can be prevented only
when the electronic wallet is completely removed. Even though many existing studies have been
performed on the blockchain protocol, a method for removing the electronic wallet completely is
presented to ensure user anonymity and privacy protection.

We compared the method with existing studies in terms of confidentiality, integrity, anonymity,
privacy protection, and residual information protection (Table 1). Confidentiality checks if the
information is leaked to unauthorized peers, whereas integrity checks if the data used in transactions
are altered or falsified without sanction during transfer or storage. Anonymity must assure that the
peer involved in a transaction is not identifiable. Privacy protection protects the personal information
of peers participating in the transaction, whereas residual information protection checks the safe
removal of user data at the time of transaction termination and program removal.
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Table 1. Comparison of related studies.

Authentication
Case [31]

Security Incidents
Case [34]

51% Attack
Case [35]

Improved Blockchain
Case [38]

Secure Blockchain
Solution

Confidentiality
√ √ √ √

Integrity
√ √ √

Anonymity
√ √ √ √ √

Availability
√ √

Privacy Protection
√ √ √ √ √

Residual Information
Protection

√

The authentication case [31] does not provide integrity since it has the problem of leaking the key
by hacking the personal key to attack the blockchain. Also, it does not provide residual information
protection since it does not verify the complete removal of the electronic wallet. The security incidents
case [34] does not provide availability since the service becomes unavailable due to infection by
malware and does not provide residual information protection since it does not verify the complete
removal of the electronic wallet. The 51% attack case [35] can have problems of infringed integrity
of the transaction ledger and unavailability following an attack that alters 51% of the transaction
ledger. Additionally, it does not provide residual information protection since it does not verify the
complete removal of the electronic wallet. The improved blockchain case [38] neither assures integrity
nor provides availability since the vulnerability of double transaction remains. Moreover, it does not
provide residual information protection since it does not verify the complete removal of the electronic
wallet. The secure blockchain solution improves security by providing residual information protection
since it encrypts the data using a public key and verifies the complete removal of the electronic wallet.

6. Conclusion

A blockchain has done away with the server to exclude the involvement of the central authority
and has facilitated transactions through the participants who jointly store the transaction records and,
finally, approve the transactions using P2P network technology. The blockchain has a distributed
structure and utilizes the peer network and the computing resources of peers. Technical measures such
as proof of work and proof of stack have been implemented to improve the security of blockchain.

Although the security of blockchain is continuously enhanced, problems have continued to be
reported and there are active studies on security. An attacker makes various attempts to access a user’s
personal key stored in the user’s computer or smartphone in order to hack the bitcoin. There are
studies on using a secure token or saving it securely to protect the personal key.

In this study, we discussed the blockchain technology and related core technologies and surveyed
the trend of studies to date to discuss further areas to be studied. Various current issues should be
taken into account to use blockchain in the cloud computing environment. Blockchain gives rise
to many problems even now, such as the security of transactions, wallet, and software and various
studies have been conducted to solve these issues. The anonymity of user information should be
ensured when using blockchain in the cloud computing environment and the user information should
be completely deleted when removing the service. If the user information is not deleted but instead
left behind, the user information can be guessed from the remaining information. Therefore, this study
discussed the method of providing security by presenting a method of secure blockchain use and
removal protocol. It seems that studies on efficiency are also needed beside security, considering the
environment wherein a massive amount of information is transmitted.
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